Managing Inappropriate Behaviours:

Minor Classroom Behaviours:
- Verbal Warning
- 5 minutes supervised time-out and class teacher records incident on OneSchool
- Go to Buddy Class and complete Responsible Thinking Reflection sheet
- Re-entry meeting with class teacher at next break to discuss incident, expected behaviours and consequences.
- Class teacher contacts parents and records incident on OneSchool

Minor Playground Behaviours:
- Verbal Warning
- 5 minutes supervised time-out/ natural consequence and adult on duty records incident on OneSchool
- Complete Responsible Thinking Reflection sheet in supervised area (outside staffroom/ office)
- Playground re-entry meeting with Principal to discuss incident and expected behaviours.
- Principal contacts parents and records incident on OneSchool

Referred to Office – Principal:
- a) Discusses behaviour
- b) Determines consequences
- c) Contacts parents
- d) Records incident on OneSchool

Major Incidents/ Repeated Minor Incidents
(3 times within a week)